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Beneš’s Partial Model of NF: An Old Result Revisited

Edoardo Rivello

Abstract A paper by Beneš, published in 1954, was an attempt to prove the
consistency of NF (Quine’s set theory “New Foundations”) via a partial model of
Hailperin’s finite axiomatization ofNF. Here, I offer an analysis of Beneš’s proof
in a De Giorgi-style setting for set theory. This approach leads to an abstract
version of Beneš’s theorem that emphasizes the monotone and invariant content
of the axioms proved to be consistent, in a sense of monotony and invariance
that this paper intends to state rigorously and to help clarify. Moreover, some
tentative speculation will be made about possible developments of the topic in
the following two directions: (1) which set theories can be proved to be consistent
via Beneš-like constructions, and (2) how can we elaborate on Beneš’s model to
get a consistency proof for full NF?

1 Introduction

Quine [6] presented an axiomatization of a set theory (now known as “New Foun-
dations,” NF, from the title of the paper) based on the notion of stratification for
formulas in the first-order language of membership (see Section 2 below for a quick
overview of Quine’s NF). The consistency of NF (relative to some system of set the-
ory, like ZFC or its extensions) is still an open problem. Hailperin [4] showed that
NF can be finitely axiomatized by extensionality and by nine (stratified) instances
of the axiom schema of comprehension. Ten years later, Beneš [1] gave a proof of
the consistency of the subsystem formed by extensionality and Hailperin’s first eight
axioms.

Most of Beneš’s paper is devoted to developing formally the inductive machinery
that is needed in the proof, strictly following the notation in Gödel’s 1940 monograph
on the continuum hypothesis. This choice is likely to have been motivated by the
purpose of lending support to Beneš’s claim that “NF certainly suffices for the . . .
construction” [1, p. 199]. Gödel’s methods of closing a set under a finite family of
operations and of giving an explicit enumeration of the resulting closure are, at least
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nowadays, standard ZF procedures. In this paper I will focus on the remaining part
of Beneš’s proof, where he claims that his construction is, as expected, a model of
the selected instances of comprehension. Since for the first eight Hailperin axioms
this fact is almost evident, checking that all is correct is left to the reader.

The aim of this conceptual analysis of Beneš’s paper is to extract some general
principles from his proof by explaining why the construction works in this particular
case. The result is an abstract (and also generalized) version of Beneš’s theorem that
isolates a notion of monotone and invariant formulas. This notion will hopefully
prove useful in work on the axiom of comprehension.

A central role in this analysis of Beneš’s proof is played by the family of exten-
sions that is naturally associated to any model of a set theory and from which every
model of a set theory can be recovered. Such a translation between membership re-
lations and families of extensions will be called the De Giorgi translation, following
a similar terminology that can sometimes be found in the literature (see, for instance,
the beginning of Forster [3, Chapter 8.1]). Section 3 will be devoted to introducing a
suitable notation for this unorthodox way of presenting set theory.

Sections 4 and 5 give, respectively, the generalized version of Beneš’s theorem
and an account of the original proof in this more abstract setting. Finally, the last two
sections host some speculation about possible applications of the present approach to
the NF consistency problem and to the general study of the axiom of comprehension,
by taking, in both cases, Beneš’s result as a paradigmatic leading example.

2 Quine’s NF

Quine’s paper [6] starts with a formulation of Frege’s system in the language of
membership, that is, with the first-order theory axiomatized in the language with just
one binary relational symbol 2 (as the only nonlogical one) and consisting of the
following axioms:

(1) principle of extensionality (Ext):

8z .z 2 x $ z 2 y/! x D yI

(2) principle of abstraction:

9y 8x .x 2 y $ '/;

where ' is a formula of the language of membership and y does not occur
free in '.

In fact, the principle of abstraction has the form of an axiom schema, which we
will refer to as the axiom schema of comprehension.

In 1902, Russell proved the inconsistency of Frege’s system by exhibiting the so-
called Russell paradox, that is, the antinomy that arises by taking the formula x … x
as ' in (2).

This difficulty led, in 1908, to two different proposals for amending Frege’s sys-
tem: Russell’s theory of types (later developed in Russell and Whitehead’s Prin-
cipia Mathematica) and Zermelo’s set theory (the source of the current “standard set
theory” known as Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory). Quine’s own proposal maintains
Zermelo’s language (LST, the acronym for “language of set theory,” that is, the lan-
guage of membership) and attempts to avoid inconsistencies by restricting the axiom
schema of comprehension to the “stratified” formulas of the language, that is, to all
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those formulas which can be translated into a corresponding formula of the language
of the theory of types by assigning suitable types to their variables.

More precisely, a formula ' of LST is called a stratified formula if and only if
there exists a map s from the set of the variables occurring in ' to the set of the
natural numbers such that
� s.x/ D s.y/ whenever x D y is an atomic subformula of ', and
� s.x/ D s.y/C 1 whenever y 2 x is an atomic subformula of '.

The purpose of Quine’s NF, as stated in the original paper, was to provide a foun-
dational theory that would avoid inconsistencies, as well as the “unnatural and in-
convenient consequences” [6, p. 78] (in Quine’s words) of Russell’s theory of types.
Indeed, in NF we are allowed to speak about objects such as the universal set, the
complement operation, the natural numbers, and so on, in the same way as we do
in the theory of types. However, in NF these objects really are the universal set V,
the natural numbers, and so on, without any reference to the awkward infinite copies
(one for each type) of these objects whose existence, by contrast, is imposed by the
theory of types. Moreover, as noted by Quine, “the deductive power of [NF] outruns
that of the Principia” [5, p. 80], since within NF it is also possible to prove some
unstratified instances of comprehension.

On the other hand, NF seems to avoid the known paradoxes of set theory (such
as Russell’s, Burali-Forti’s, etc.). In particular, within NF one can recast Cantor’s
paradox (or even Russell’s paradox; see Rosser [7]) as a proof of the nonexistence of
the map � W x 7! ¹xº.

3 De Giorgi’s Translation

Let M D hM;Ei be any structure in the language of set theory .LST/. For each ele-
ment x 2M , define xE D ¹y 2M j y E xº to be the extension of x in M. Consider
the map hE W x 7! xE . It is immediate that hM;Ei is a model of extensionality if
and only if hE is injective.

Conversely, given any function h WM ! P .M/, where P .M/ denotes the power
set ofM , we can define a binary relation onM as

y Eh x $ y 2 h.x/:

Again, hM;Ehi is a model of extensionality if and only if h is injective.

Fact 3.1 The maps E 7! hE and h 7! Eh are one-to-one and inverse to each
other.

We will call any injective function from a setM to its powerset P .M/ a De Giorgi
map.

In what follows the range of a De Giorgi map will play an essential role, so we
need the following definition.

Definition 3.2 We say that a subset E � P .M/ is a De Giorgi family if and only
if E has the same cardinality asM .

For ease of notation, we shall only consider LST-structures of the form h!;Ei, where
! denotes the set of natural numbers. Accordingly, in this paper a De Giorgi family
will simply be a denumerable subset of P .!/, and a membership relation E will be
any extensional binary relation on !.
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Given a membership relation E, we denote by E.!/ D ¹xE j x 2 !º the De
Giorgi family defined by E, that is, the set of all extensions (in the sense of E) of
elements of !. Given a De Giorgi family E and a membership relation E, we say
that E is an E-membership relation if and only if E.!/ D E or, in other words, if
and only if there exists a (unique) injective enumeration h of E such that E D Eh.

Fact 3.1 allows us to translate results about extensional LST-structures h!;Ei in
terms of injective functions from ! into P .!/. In particular, we can recast compre-
hension as follows.

Let Ez denote a generic finite sequence of variables z1; : : : ; zn occurring free in a
formula ', so that we write 8Ez for 8z1; : : : ;8zn.

Given a formula '.x; Ez/ of LST, denote by �' the corresponding instance of the
comprehension axiom schema

8Ez 9y 8x
�
x 2 y $ '.x; Ez/

�
:

Given a membership relation E on !, denote by F';E the map

F';E .Ez/ D
®
x
ˇ̌
h!;Ei ˆ 'Œx; Ez�

¯
:

Let EZ denote a finite sequence Z1; : : : ; Zn of subsets of !. Then, given any
function f , we denote the finite sequence f .Z1/; : : : ; f .Zn/ by f . EZ/.

Define, for every EZ 2 E D E.!/,

F';E . EZ/ D F';E
�
h�1E .

EZ/
�
:

Fact 3.3 h!;Ei is a model of �' if and only if E D E.!/ is closed under the
function F';E W E ! P .!/.

So, in De Giorgi’s terms, the instances of comprehension that are true in a given
LST-structure h!;Ei correspond to closure properties of the family of extensions
E D E.!/.

The procedure followed by Beneš in constructing his partial model of NF—as
outlined in the second paragraph of [1]— can roughly be summarized in De Giorgi’s
terms as follows.

First, we observe that the axioms P1–P8 of Hailperin’s finite axiomatization of
NF (Beneš axioms) are instances �' of comprehension that correspond (in a sense
that will be made precise) to operations F1–F8 inP .!/ (Beneš operations). Then we
close a suitable family of subsets of ! under these operations. A standard procedure
for closing a set under a family of finitary operations gives a denumerable subset E of
P .!/—a De Giorgi family—together with an injective enumeration h of E . Since E

is closed under F1–F8, the extensional structure h!;Ehi is a model of the instances
of comprehension P1–P8.

In the next section we will extract, from this informal procedure, a formal theorem
that provides a general account of Beneš’s construction.

4 A General Consistency Theorem

Let H be a map that assigns to every De Giorgi family E 2 dom.H / a set
H D H .E/ of injective enumerations of E (or, equivalently, a set of E-membership
relations: we will use the same notation, HE , both for the set of the injective
functions and for the corresponding set of membership relations).
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Definition 4.1 A formula '.x; Ez/ is said to be H -monotone if and only if, for
every E;E 0 2 dom.H / and for every E 2 HE ; E

0 2 HE0 ,

E � E 0 ! F';E � F';E 0 :

Note that if a formula '.x; Ez/ is H -monotone, then it is, in particular, H -invariant,
that is,

F';E D F';E 0

for every E 2 dom.H / and for every E;E 0 2 HE .
Therefore, for a fixed H , we can define a function F';E W E ! P .!/ by setting

F';E. EZ/ D F';E . EZ/;

since the definition does not depend on the choice of E 2 HE .

Theorem 4.2 Suppose that
(1) ˆ is a collection of H -monotone formulas;
(2) dom.H / is closed under countable unions;
(3) dom.H / is closed under the operator �.E/ D E [

S
'2ˆ ran.F';E/.

Then the theory T D ExtC ¹�' j ' 2 ˆº is consistent.

Proof Since every ' 2 ˆ is H -monotone, the operator � is well defined and
monotone on dom.H /. Moreover, � is continuous; that is,

�
�[
n2!

En

�
D

[
n2!

�.En/

for any countable chain hEn j n 2 !i of De Giorgi families in dom.H /.
Hence, from the general theory of monotone continuous operators (see, e.g.,

Davey and Priestley [2, Theorem 8.15, p. 183]) it follows that � has a fixed point;
that is, there exists a De Giorgi family E 2 dom.H / such that

S
'2ˆ ran.F';E/ � E .

So, E is closed under F';E for all ' 2 ˆ. Hence, by Fact 3.3, any structure h!;Ei
induced by an injective enumeration h of E belonging to H D H .E/ is a model
of (extensionality plus) every instance of comprehension �' indexed by a formula
in ˆ.

5 Beneš’s Model

In this section we will show how Beneš’s original consistency proof fits in the general
framework provided by Theorem 4.2.

The statements of some of Hailperin’s axioms1 involve defined function symbols
for the operations of singleton, ordered pair, and triple. So, in a sense, we need to fix
these operations in ! before we define the membership relation E.

In order to do this, the key observation is that the operation of pairing—
.z; u/ 7! ¹z; uº—is definable by an instance of comprehension indexed by a
formula that does not involve any membership relation:

¹z; uº D y $ 8x .x 2 y $ x D u _ x D z/:

This fact can also be understood in terms of “invariance” of the extension associ-
ated to the pairing operation as follows. Let G be any definable set operation, where
G.u; z/ is defined as the unique y such that '.u; z; y/ holds, for some formula ' of
LST. Then GE .u; z/ denotes the set defined by ' in a model h!;Ei of the existence
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and uniqueness condition for '; that is, if h!;Ei models that there exists a unique y
such that '.u; z; y/ holds, then, by definition,

GE .u; z/ D y $ h!;Ei ˆ '.u; z; y/:

In particular, if h!;Ei is a model of extensionality and pairing, then

¹u; zºE D y $ h!;Ei ˆ “8x .x 2 y $ x D u _ x D z/”:

Then, whatever the membership relation E, the extension .¹u; zºE /E of the pair
¹u; zº (in the sense of E) is always the set ¹u; zº:

y D ¹u; zºE $ yE D ¹u; zº:

Hence a sufficient condition for a De Giorgi family E to induce models of pairing
is that E should include all subsets of ! of the form ¹u; zº for u; z 2 !. More
formally, let J D ¹¹u; zº j u; z 2 !º, and let j W J ! J be any bijection between
an infinite (not cofinite) subset J of ! and J itself.2 In addition, define the map

Œu; z� D j�1
�
¹u; zº

�
:

Then the following holds.

Fact 5.1 Let E be any De Giorgi family such that J � E , and let h be any injective
enumeration of E such that h � J D j . Then for every u; z 2 !,

Œu; z� D ¹u; zºEh :

In particular, h!;Ehi is a model of pairing.

Operations for singleton, Wiener–Kuratowski ordered pair, and Hailperin triple3 are
definable, as usual, just in terms of the pairing function.

Definition 5.2 Let Œu; z� be a pairing function. Then define
� Œz� D Œz; z�,
� pu; zq D ŒŒu�; Œu; z��,
� pu;w; zq D pŒŒu��; pw; zqq.

Fact 5.1 also extends to these operations.

Fact 5.3 Let E be any De Giorgi family such that J � E , and let h be any injective
enumeration of E such that h � J D j . Then for every u;w; z 2 !,

1. Œz� D ¹zºE ,
2. pu; zq D hu; ziE ,
3. pu;w; zq D hu;w; ziE .

All the Hailperin axioms, except extensionality, are instances of comprehension in-
dexed by formulas that involve equality, membership, singleton, ordered pair, and
triple. For each ' that indexes a Hailperin axiom, Beneš’s paper provides an opera-
tion F' W P .!/! P .!/ such that

F';E D F' � E.!/

for every membership relation E such that ¹u; zºE D Œu; z�.
To be more precise, since the formulas that index Hailperin’s axioms P1:1

(universal set) and P:8 (Frege’s cardinal number 1) have no parameters, the corre-
sponding functions F' are in fact fixed subsets of !, that is, ! itself and the set
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I D ¹Œx� j x 2 !º, respectively. Therefore, we will only use the term Beneš op-
erations to refer to those F'-functions which correspond to Hailperin axioms other
than P1:1 and P:8.4

Definition 5.4 We say that a De Giorgi family E is a Beneš family if and only if

1. ¹!; I º [ J � E;

2. E is closed under all Beneš operations.

In what follows, Beneš set theory is short for the theory given by extensionality plus
Hailperin’s axioms P1–P8.

The following proposition follows immediately from Fact 3.3.

Proposition 5.5 Let E � P .!/ be a Beneš family, and let h W ! ! E be any
injective enumeration of E such that h � J D j .

Then M D h!;Ehi is a model of Beneš set theory.

Finally, the main result in Beneš’s paper can be recast in De Giorgi’s terms as follows.

Theorem 5.6 (Beneš) There exists a Beneš family.

For a proof of the consistency of Beneš set theory based on the general Theorem 4.2,
observe that Fact 5.3 immediately suggests the following choice for the map H (the
Beneš map):

� dom.H / D ¹E j E is a De Giorgi’s family and J � Eº,
� HE D ¹h j h is an injective enumeration of E and h � J D j º.

This choice of H ensures that in all models h!;Ei in which E 2 HE and
E 2 dom.H / the pairing operation ¹z; uº (and the other terms defined from it) is
defined and is the same in all models.

As a matter of fact, Beneš’s setting suits the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 in a very
strong sense. On the one hand, it is easy to check that H fulfills both requirements
(2) and (3) in Theorem 4.2 regardless of which collection ˆ of formulas we are
considering.5

On the other hand, the H -monotony of the formulas in ˆ (requirement (1)) fol-
lows immediately from the fact that F';E D F' � E for every E 2 dom.H /.

This proves the claim that the consistency of Beneš set theory can be proved as a
particular instance of Theorem 4.2.

We remark that in the case of Beneš set theory, since ˆ satisfies requirement
(1) in a particularly nice way, we can prove Theorem 5.6 simply by closing the set
J[¹!; I º under the finite family of finitary functions ¹F' j ' 2 ˆº (the family of all
Beneš operations) in the standard way. This standard closure procedure also provides
an injective enumeration of the resulting De Giorgi family E without any appeal to
the axiom of choice. This feature is crucial to Beneš’s claim that his consistency
proof can be carried out entirely inside NF, thus providing an indirect argument for
the independence of Hailperin’s axiom P9 from the others (see below).

In our setting, the essential use of the axiom of countable choice (AC!) is just
a payoff for the general form in which we have chosen to state Theorem 4.2, but in
single applications of the theorem the possibility remains open that we can dispense
with any form of choice.
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6 An Approach to the NF Consistency Problem

The most natural question that arises from Beneš’s paper is: how can we get a model
of full NF from a Beneš-like model?

Obviously, I do not have an answer to this question, but a few remarks might help
clarify the problem.

By Fact 3.3, Hailperin’s axiom P9 holds in an extensional structure h!;Ei if and
only if the set

HE D
®
pŒv�; wq

ˇ̌
v E w

¯
;

called Hailperin’s membership set, belongs to E D E.!/.
Let us denote by E0 the Beneš family obtained by closing the set J[¹!; I º under

all the Beneš operations, and denote by h0 the standard injective enumeration of E0,
as described in Beneš’s paper. Then the general question about the existence of a
Beneš-like model of P9 (hence, a model of NF) can be arranged in a sequence of
(apparently) progressively less demanding questions.

Question 6.1

(1) DoesH0 D ¹pŒv�; wq j v 2 h0.w/º belong to E0?
(2) If not, is there any other enumeration h of E0 such thatHh 2 E0?
(3) If not, is there any other pair .E; h/ such that E is a Beneš family andHh 2 E?

(Obviously, any countable model of NF would give rise to such a pair.)

Beneš model The claim of [1] is that NF is strong enough to construct .E0; h0/.
This fact gives an indirect proof of the independence of P9 from the other Hailperin
axioms (unless NF is inconsistent). For, suppose towards a contradiction that P9
follows from Beneš theory and that NF is consistent. Given any model M of NF we
can construct .E0; h0/, that is, a model of NF, inside M using only the axioms of
NF: but this contradicts Gödel’s second incompleteness theorem for NF.

I think that this indirect argument does not lead to a definite negative answer to
Question 6.1(1). Indeed, a positive answer to this question does not imply that P9
follows from Beneš theory, since the possibility remains open that other models of
Beneš theory might exist in which P9 fails. Moreover, even if NF can construct
.E0; h0/, it might be that there is no proof in NF of the fact that P9 holds in .E0; h0/.
So, to give a negative answer to Question 6.1(1), we need a direct proof of the fact
thatH0 … E0.

However, a positive answer to Question 6.1(1) seems unlikely. SupposeH0 2 E0.
Since H0 is obviously different from !, from I , and from all pairs in J (by
an immediate inspection of the form of its elements), it follows by construction
that H0 D F .X; Y / for some Beneš operation F and some X; Y 2 E . Then
H0 D h0.p/ for some p 2 ! and X D h.q/; Y D h.q0/ for some q; q0 < p, and
so it would be surprising if H0 correctly guessed the membership relation h also
for elements r > p. As a matter of fact, a further examination of the form of the
elements of H0 forces us to rule out F2, F4 � F7, and F10, but I have not found
any obvious reason (nor any inductive argument) to also rule out the remaining
possibilities: F1, F3, and F8 � F9.

Permutations We can recast Question 6.1(2) in terms of permutation models as fol-
lows.
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Recall that a permutation of ! is just a bijection � W ! ! ! and that given any
membership relation E and a permutation � of ! we define

x E� y $ x E �.y/:

The structure h!;E� i is said to be a permutation model of h!;Ei.
Given an injective enumeration h of E0 such that h � J D h0 � J D j , let

�h D h�10 ı h. Conversely, given a permutation � of ! such that � � J D idJ , let
h� D h0 ı � .

Fact 6.2 The maps h 7! �h and � 7! h� are one-to-one and inverse to each other.

By Fact 6.2, H -invariance can be stated equivalently either in terms of injections
or in terms of permutations. The latter form emphasizes the fact that, even though
the set HE D E obviously depends on the De Giorgi family E 2 dom.H /, the
corresponding set of permutations of ! is always the same G D ¹� j � � J D idJ º.
Moreover, G is a group of permutations.

Hence Question 6.1(2) amounts to requiring the existence of a permutation � 2 G
of the Beneš model h!;E0i such that the set H� D ¹pŒv�; wq j v E� wº belongs
to E0.

Beneš families By construction, E0 is the least Beneš family on !; that is E0 � E for
any other Beneš family E . The order-theoretic properties of the space of all Beneš
families are collected in more detail in the following.

Proposition 6.3 Let B be the poset of all Beneš families on ! ordered by inclu-
sion.

(1) B is a lattice with respect to intersections and closure of unions. In particu-
lar, E0 is the least element of B.

(2) B is bounded complete.
(3) .AC/ B is countable complete.
(4) .AC/ B has cardinality greater than or equal to !1.
(5) .AC/ There are no maximal Beneš families.

Obviously, we can look for a permutation model of NF—as described in the previous
paragraph—by starting from any Beneš family E , not just from E0. But the converse
strategy also gives rise to a question of some interest.

Question 6.4 Is it true that if NF is consistent, then NF has a model that comes
from a Beneš-like model (where P9 is false) and a suitable permutation?

The obvious attempts to prove this conjecture fail. By contrast, suppose that P9
is H -invariant in every Beneš-like model; then we could use this fact to get NF-
independence proofs—for both stratified and unstratified sentences.

Back to the original problem of the consistency of NF, we observe that Beneš’s
construction can also be understood as a solution h0 of the following system of equa-
tions:
� h.0/ D !,
� h.1/ D I ,
� h.2p C 2/ D j.2p C 2/,
� h.2p C 3/ D F.min¹w j F.w/ … A [ ¹h.2q C 3/ j q < pºº/,
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where the last equation is just a formalization of the standard procedure to enumerate
the closure E0 D ClF .A/ of the set A D J[¹!; I º under the family F of all Beneš
operations. This formalization is obtained using a fixed map F from the set of words
on the alphabet .A;F / into E0.

The existence of a solution follows from the recursion theorem. In fact, !-
recursion suffices, and the solution is unique, that is, the system of equations is a
recursive definition of h0.

The freedom in the choice of the Beneš family we want to build allows us to recast
the NF consistency problem as a fixed point problem, by mimicking Beneš’s system
of equations, as follows. Let S be the following system of equations:
� h.0/ D !,
� h.1/ D I ,
� h.2/ D Hh D ¹pŒm�; nq j m 2 h.n/º,
� h.2nC 4/ D j.2nC 4/,
� h.2nC 3/ D F.min¹w 2 W j F.w/ … ¹h.2m/ j m 2 !º [ ¹h.2mC 1/ j
m � nºº/,

where W DWords.S; a/, .S; a/ is the alphabet induced by .A;F /, F is the family
of all Beneš operations, and A D ¹!; I; aº[J, where a is just a symbol, that is, any
set not involved in the construction.

The function F is defined by recursion as

F.w/ D

8̂<̂
:
w if w 2 ¹!; I º [ J;

Hh if w D a;
F
�
F.w1/; F .w2/

�
if w D hF iawa

1 w2:

So the system of equations S is circular not only because h explicitly occurs on
the right-hand side of the third and the last equation but also because the “parame-
ters” E D ClF .A/ and F depend on h.

Fact 6.5 Any solution h of the system of equations S gives rise to a model of NF.

7 Beneš-Like Constructions

Another natural question about Beneš’s construction is the following: which collec-
tions of instances of comprehension can be proved to be consistent using Beneš’s
map H and Theorem 4.2?

In other words, we are looking at classes of formulas that can be proved to be
H -monotone with our choice of H .

Consider the algebraic expansion L of LST by function symbols for singleton,
ordered pair, and triple, and define an L-stratification for an L-formula '.x; Ez/ to be
an assignment of natural numbers (types) to the L-terms that occur in ' such that
� a term and all its subterms receive the same type;
� if s D t occurs in ', then s and t receive the same type;
� if s 2 t occurs in ', then the type of t is equal to the type of s plus 1.

In other words, we regard the terms of L as homogeneous and flat operations;
namely, all their arguments must receive the same type, and these operations do not
raise the type of their arguments.6
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The intended interpretation of an L-formula ' is a structure M of the form
h!;E; Œ�; ��i, where E is a membership relation and Œ�; �� is a fixed pairing opera-
tion defined independently of E. The symbols for singleton, ordered pair, and triple
of L are then interpreted in M as the corresponding operations defined by equality
and Œ�; �� alone, as in Definition 5.2.

Beneš’s map H forces us to consider only those membership relations E that
agree with Œ�; ��. More in detail, by Fact 5.1, for every E;E 0 2 H and for every
E 2 HE ; E

0 2 HE0 ,
¹x; yºE D Œx; y� D ¹x; yºE

0

:

So the interpretations of singleton, ordered pair, and triple are the same, too, and, in
general, given any formula ' of LST, the interpretations of ' as an LST-formula and
as an L-formula coincide:˝

!;E; Œ�; ��
˛
ˆ 'ŒEx�$ h!;Ei ˆ 'ŒEx�:

We say that an L-formula ' is Lk-stratifiable if and only if ' admits an L-
stratification that uses no more than k types.

Lemma 7.1 Let '.x; Ez/ be an L2-stratifiable L-formula such that (in the canon-
ical stratification of ' with types 0 and 1):

1. the variable x, all compound terms, and all bounded variables receive type 0;
2. all parameters Ez receive type 1.

Then ' is H -monotone.

Proof In order to argue by induction on the complexity of the formula ', we start
by proving the following slightly more general claim.

Claim Let ' be any L2-stratifiable L-formula such that (in the canonical stratifi-
cation of ' with types 0 and 1) all compound terms and all bounded variables receive
type 0. Denote by Ex the list of the free variables of ' that receive type 0 and by Ez the
list of the free variables of ' that receive type 1. Then, for every E;E 0 2 dom.H /

and for every h 2 HE , h0 2 HE0 , if E � E 0, then

h!;Ehi ˆ '
�
Ea; h�1. EZ/

�
$ h!;Eh0i ˆ '

�
Ea; .h0/�1. EZ/

�
for every EZ 2 E such that h�1. EZ/ and .h0/�1. EZ/ have to be assigned to the Ez-
variables and for every Ea 2 ! that has to be assigned to the Ex-variables.

Proof of the claim The proof is by induction on '. Let E D Eh and E 0 D Eh0 .
If ' is atomic of the form s.Ev/ D t . Ew/, then by L2-stratifiability ' must be of

the form s.Ex/ D t .Ex/ (i.e., all the terms involved and, in particular, all the variables
have type 0). Recall that all the terms of L receive the same interpretation under E
and under E 0, so in this case the claim holds trivially.

If ' is atomic of the form s.Ev/ 2 t . Ew/, then L2-stratifiability forces ' to be of the
form s.Ex/ 2 z. If s again denotes the common interpretation of the term s.Ex/ under
E and under E 0, then

h!;Ei ˆ '
�
Ea; h�1. EZ/

�
$ s.Ea/E h�1.Z/$ s.Ea/ 2 Z

$ s.Ea/E 0 .h0/�1.Z/$ h!;E 0i ˆ '
�
Ea; .h0/�1. EZ/

�
:

The negation, conjunction, and existential quantifier cases follow from the induc-
tive hypothesis. In the existential case .' � 9y  .y; Ex; Ez// the inductive step follows
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from the fact that the variable y is bounded in ', so by hypothesis it receives type 0
like the variables in Ex. �

Let '.x; Ez/ be as in the hypotheses of the lemma. Then H -monotony of ' follows
immediately from the claim, since ' satisfies the assumptions in the claim.

Lemma 7.1 provides a syntactical condition that suffices to prove H -monotony for
all the stratified formulas that index Hailperin’s axioms P1–P8. I am indebted to the
anonymous referees for the observation that this sufficient condition is also likely to
be necessary for H -monotony, but I have no proof of this conjecture.

By contrast, we observe that the notion of H -monotony must not be understood
as a kind of restriction of the notion of stratified formula.

Formulas in the language of pure equality are trivially stratified. But operations
definable via instances of such formulas involve the membership relation in their
definitions, so terms are no longer necessarily stratifiable. However, they can be both
invariant and monotone.

Beneš suggests an alternative way to prove the independence of P9, and in the
process he provides a nice example of an H -monotone unstratifiable formula.

At the end of his paper, Beneš recalls that the class

U D
®˝
¹xº; x

˛ ˇ̌
x 2 V

¯
is not a set in NF (it represents the �-operation) and suggests that we can build a
model of extensionality, Hailperin’s P1–P8, and the existence of U by an obvious
modification of his own construction.

Indeed, the formula ' that defines U is easily seen to be unstratified (when trans-
lated in LST). However, as an L-formula ' fulfills the requirements in Lemma 7.1.
Hence ' is H -monotone, so we can apply Theorem 4.2 to get a model of Beneš
theory that also contains the graph of the �-operation as a set.

Since we can prove both invariance and monotony for the unstratified formula
defining U , we can conclude that both these properties are not subproperties of strat-
ifiability.

Hence, the syntactical H -monotony condition provided by Lemma 7.1 character-
izes a consistent class of instances of comprehension strictly larger than Beneš theory
and incompatible with NF.

8 Conclusion

By taking the construction described in Beneš’s paper as a case study, Sections 6
and 7 illustrate a few questions about models of set theories that can be conveniently
addressed within the scope of Theorem 4.2.

However, Beneš map H should be understood just as a paradigm, and it is possible
that investigations both about alternative set theories and about the NF consistency
problem may profit from the freedom in the choice of the map H allowed by the
theorem.

More restrictive conditions on the map H might allow us to apply Theorem 4.2
to a larger collection of H -monotone formulas. This would be useful for the general
study of the consistency of fragments of comprehension as well as for tackling the
problem of the consistency of NF by starting from a different partial model of this
theory.
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Appendix A Hailperin’s Axioms

We have the following:
� P0. 8x; y .8u .u 2 x $ u 2 y/! x D y/,
� P1. 8x; y 9z 8u .u 2 z $ u 2 x j u 2 y/,
� P2. 8x 9z 8u; v .h�u; �vi 2 z $ hu; vi 2 x/,
� P3. 8x 9z 8u; v;w .hu; v;wi 2 z $ hu; vi 2 x/,
� P4. 8x 9z 8u; v;w .hu;w; vi 2 z $ hu; vi 2 x/,
� P5. 8x 9z 8u; v .hv; ui 2 z $ u 2 x/,
� P6. 8x 9z 8u .u 2 z $ 8v .hv; �ui 2 x//,
� P7. 8x 9z 8u; v .hv; ui 2 z $ hu; vi 2 x/,
� P8. 9z 8u .u 2 z $ 9v .u D �v//,
� P9. 9z 8u; v .h�u; vi 2 z $ u 2 v/.

Axiom P0 is just the axiom of extensionality. Axiom P1 uses Sheffer’s stroke j to
state that the universe is closed under all Boolean operations. In the current literature
this axiom is usually split into the conjunction of the universal set and difference
axioms
� P1:1. 9z 8u .u 2 z $ u D u/,
� P1:2. 8x; y 9z 8u .u 2 z $ u 2 x & u … y/.

In axioms P2–P9 the symbols �; h�; �i; h�; �; �i denote singleton, Wiener–Kuratowski
ordered pair, and Hailperin triple, respectively. These terms are definable as follows,
assuming the existence of the unordered pair ¹x; yº:
� �.x/ D ¹x; xº,
� hx; yi D ¹�.x/; ¹x; yºº,
� hx; y; zi D h�.�.x//; hy; zii.

Axiom P8 states the existence of Frege’s cardinal number 1. Axiom P9 states the
existence of the Hailperin’s membership set, a set that codes the graph of the mem-
bership relation.

Appendix B Beneš Operations

We have the following:
� F1.X; Y / D X � Y ,
� F2.X; Y / D ¹pm; nq j n 2 Xº,
� F3.X; Y / D ¹pm; nq j pn;mq 2 Xº,
� F4.X; Y / D ¹pm; n; pq j pm; nq 2 Xº,
� F5.X; Y / D ¹pm; n; pq j pm;pq 2 Xº,
� F6.X; Y / D ¹pm; n; pq j pn; p;mq 2 Xº,
� F7.X; Y / D ¹pm; n; pq j pm;p; nq 2 Xº,
� F8.X; Y / D ¹k j 9n .pn; kq 2 X/º,
� F9.X; Y / D ¹k j 9n .pn; Œk�q 2 X/º,
� F10.X; Y / D ¹pŒm�; Œn�q j pm; nq 2 Xº.

Notes

1. See Appendix A for the complete list of Hailperin’s axioms as originally stated in [4].
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2. The details of this bijection are not relevant; to strictly follow Beneš’s paper we had to
take as J the set of even numbers greater than 0 and to define j using Gödel’s coding of
the ordered pairs of natural numbers.

3. See Appendix A.

4. See Appendix B for the complete list of Beneš operations as originally stated in [1].
As remarked by Beneš himself, this list also includes some operations other than those
strictly derived from Hailperin’s axioms but at no extra cost.

5. In fact, to verify requirement (2) in the current more general setting, we need at least
AC! , while this assumption is not needed for Beneš’s original proof; see further on this
point.

6. All of this has no evident relation with the notion of a homogeneous and flat opera-
tion definable in LST (like Quine’s ordered pair, for instance) nor with the notion of a
stratified language introduced in Pétry [5].
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